An ordered set B is said to be Sa-universal if and only if every ordered set of power Na is similar to a subset of B. Let f/"a be the lexicographically ordered set of all sequences of 0's and l's of type wa; and let Ha be the subset of UUa consisting of all sequences {*e}s<»" l0r which there is some £o<«" such that X{0 = 1 and, for £>£o, *£ = 0.
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Ho, being countable, dense, and without first or last element, is similar to the set of rationals in their natural order, and therefore, is So-universal. Sierpifiski [2] has shown (as a direct consequence of his theorem that Ha+i is an ?j"+1-set) that, for any a, Ha+i is Sa+i-universal. Gillman [l] has given a demonstration that, for any limit ordinal a, Ha is Sa-universal.
The purpose of this note is to give a very simple proof of these results, which does not depend on the ordinal a.
Theorem.
Ha is Ha-universal.
Proof. Let A be an ordered set of power S". Fix some well-ordering {ap}e<Wa of A. Let -< denote the order in A. Define a function <p from A into Ha in the following way. Let ar be an element of A, and j8<co«. Then the /3th component <pp(aT) of <t>(aT) is defined by:
(1 if P ^ t and a$ < aT, <t>a(ar) = < .
1.0 otherwise. Now, let aT and a, be any elements of A, with aT<a". Clearly, if /3^o-, <pa(a<r)^<p^(aT). But, <p,(a")=l and <pc(aT)=0. Hence, <p(aT) pre-
